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美 味 新 境 界
From ancient Rome to modern-day San Sebastián, the presentation and plating of food have 
been an integral part of the dining experience. 從古羅馬到今日的聖塞巴斯蒂安，菜式的呈現方式及擺盤藝
術成為體驗美食不可或缺的一部分。 By Chris Dwyer 
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The old saying rings true, “You eat with your eyes first,” and every cook knows 
that the way in which food is presented – including what it is served in, or on – 
plays a key role in making the mouth water. From the Southeast Asian curries 
that have been delivered on waxy banana leaves for millennia to the newspaper-
wrapped fish and chips of 1950s England, plating is the final act in gastronomic 
theatre – the canvas on which chefs’ creations dazzle, surprise and please. 
“Sight is one of the first senses experienced while eating, so plating is very 
important in the overall success of a dish,” says Maria Nguyen, founder 
and editor-in-chief of The Art of Plating, an award-winning digital platform 
“devoted to the exhibition of gastronomy as a form of high art”. Nguyen’s 
website and Instagram feed feature carefully curated selections of beautiful 
plating from the world’s most influential chefs and food enthusiasts. 
While appreciating artistry, Nguyen believes nothing should be superfluous 
on the plate. “From a visual perspective, great plating is that initial ‘wow’ factor 
when the plate comes to the table,” she says. “Does it make the guest excited 
to dive right in? The plating should be thoughtful, with a clear reason why each 
element is there. Elements shouldn’t be there for colour or just because 
they’re pretty – they should be there for flavour, texture and aroma.”
It wasn’t always this way, of course. A generation ago, when a sprig of parsley 
was the only garnish a cook seemed to need, plating wasn’t part of the 
cultural lexicon. There are reasons why the tide has turned since then, most 
notably social media, but history tells us that the importance of plating has 
risen and fallen with the times.
If we look back 2,000 years, grand Roman feasts were the apex of culinary 
expression and gustatory orgies lasted days. The more rare, ostentatious and 
expensive the dishes, the more powerful and influential the host. In medieval 
times, food was often brightly coloured and decorated to mask its less-than-
appealing taste and freshness, while flamboyance was the order of the day 
at 16th-century English banquets, where peacock vied with stuffed camel. 
The first traces of what we now call haute cuisine emerged in 18th-century 
France, thanks to a drive to make the culinary arts a defining part of the nation’s 
cultural identity. The most famous name to embrace the challenge was the 
world’s first celebrity chef, Marie-Antoine Carême of Paris. And when it comes 
to plating, the influence of Carême cannot be underestimated. He was the first 
chef to incorporate architecture and the natural world into his work, taking 
ideas from history books to turn food into ancient ruins or pyramids.
Another Frenchman who made great advances in the presentation of cuisine 
was Auguste Escoffier. The 19th-century chef developed methods that allowed 
dishes to be finished in the dining room, empowering people to choose what 
to eat and have it served on individual plates: the definition of à la carte.
Following the lead of Carême and Escoffier, careful arrangement of colours, 
textures and ingredients grew in importance in fine dining, and this is best 
illustrated in the Modernist Cuisine movement of the last 20 years. Here, 
science and the use of ingredients more at home in laboratories have resulted 
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trick the diner with brilliant and often bizarre creations. A few examples can 
be found in San Sebastián, a multi-Michelin-starred culinary mecca on Spain’s 
northern coast.
At the edge of an oak forest just outside town, at the legendary restaurant 
Mugaritz, chef Andoni Aduriz’s most famous dish is called Edible Stones. 
New potatoes are painstakingly covered in a mixture of ash made from 
lactose and edible clay. Aduriz aims to shock, surprise and delight diners with 
culinary trompe l’oeil – or “tricks of the eye”. 
In a modest suburb a few minutes’ drive away, Elena Arzak amazes diners 
at her family’s eponymous restaurant, Arzak, which has held three Michelin 
stars for more than a quarter of a century. “I need my plates to allow me to 
interact with my diners as it‘s one of the most important ways to express my 
cuisine,” Arzak says. “Everything in the dish has to have a meaning; nothing 
is there just for the sake of it. You have to think of plating not only in terms of 
aesthetics, but also because it brings a sense of balance to the dish.”
Following a project exploring different ways of interacting with customers, 
Arzak came up with one of the restaurant’s most extraordinary plating 
techniques: serving food on iPads. Seafood has been a favourite, with lobster 
and monkfish arranged over videos of crashing waves. “Our goal was to 
highlight the meaning and concept of the dish,” Arzak explains. 
Of course, innovation in plating can be found across the globe, including 
in China, and Dong Zhenxiang – otherwise known as Da Dong, and widely 
regarded as one of the country’s greatest chefs – bases his style on Chinese 
art. “Da Dong Yijing Cuisine draws inspiration for its artistic plating from 
traditional freehand Chinese paintings,” explains the Beijing-based chef. “I’m 
especially taken with the work of Bada Shanren, a noted master of freehand 
paintings of the late Ming and early Qing period. Simplicity and symbolic 
forms with intended blanks means less is more, conveying the Zen sense 
of nothingness, an unlimited imaginary space that is distinctive to his visual 
vocabularies. I’m deeply influenced by him, and that’s why I leave certain 
space on the plate, a type of spatial aesthetics.”
This is perfectly exemplified by one of Dong’s most quintessential creations: 
White Chocolate with Cream Cheese. “It’s a dessert with three types of 
ingredients in white, creating three different visual textures of whiteness,” 
Dong says. “The dessert has eight different flavours and each shell tastes 
different. It’s a wonderful combination of colour, composition and taste.”
Perhaps most tellingly, Dong echoes something repeated by chefs the world 
over: that shared learning adds to the creative process. “Different cuisines 
and food cultures should learn from each other, and we’re now trying to 
explore Western cooking techniques, food presentation and aesthetics to 
complement our own,” he says. “Da Dong Yijing Cuisine is all about colour 
tones and proportions, contrasts and harmonies. The layout must be in 
harmony and [exhibit] uniformity; be simple yet aesthetically pleasing.”
After millennia of debate, Dong may have just found a definition of perfect 
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